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MSAT Senior Fermentation Process Expert for Biopharmaceuticals Manufacturing
Responsibilities:
As a member of the MSAT Team (Manufacturing Science and
Technology) in microbial Biopharmaceuticals and as a Senior
Fermentation process expert, you are responsible for the transfer of
processes into production. As such you are in direct contact with our
clients and R&D scientists. You ensure process scalability and
manufacturability. You are the person in charge for process integration
related aspects during campaign preparation and you are responsible for
process supervision and reporting during production campaigns. In
addition you will coordinate all process relevant deviations and process
adaptions and you are responsible for continuous improvement of the
manufacturing processes. In this function you are reporting to the head
of MSAT (line management) and with regard to product related aspects
to the responsible program manager.
Requirements:
Considering the demanding task you are expected to have a degree
(B.Sc., M.Sc., PhD) in Biotechnology, Biochemical Engineering or an
equivalent qualification. In addition you do have several years of
experience in fermentation process development and biopharmaceuticals
production USP. You are well trained, driven by results and experienced
in cGMP. As a team player you successfully integrate yourself into
interdisciplinary teams that change team members along a product’s life
cycle. You are capable to keep oversight in difficult situations and you
tackle emerging challenges with élan. You enjoy working for the success
of our dynamic company and you already have some leadership
experience. Excellent language skills in English complete your profile
and knowledge of German is desirable.

Interested?
Are you interested to work in a refreshingly uncomplicated environment
in a beautiful region? We look forward to meeting you and expect your
application at pascal.kuonen@lonza.com For a first contact, Pascal
Kuonen (+41 27 948 5530) is at your disposal.
Company Profile:
Lonza is one of the world's leading suppliers to the pharmaceutical,
healthcare and life science industries. Products and services span its
customers’ needs from research to final product manufacture. It is the
global leader in the production and support of chemical and biological
active pharmaceutical ingredients. Lonza is also the world leader in
microbial control providing innovative, chemistry-based and related
solutions to destroy or to selectively inhibit the growth of harmful
microorganisms. In addition, Lonza is a leader in cell-based research,
endotoxin detection and cell therapy manufacturing. Furthermore, the
company is a leading provider of value chemical and biotech ingredients
to the nutrition and agro markets.
Lonza is headquartered in Basel, Switzerland and is listed on the SIX
Swiss Exchange and secondary listed on the Singapore Exchange
Securities Trading Limited (“SGX-ST”). In 2012, the company had sales
of CHF 3.925 billion. Further information can be found at
www.lonza.com.
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